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A narrower version of Accurate’s ADT-80W, the new ADT-80 is nearly an inch less in spool width,
which serves to concentrate the reel’s weight and mass directly over the centerline of the rod, minimizing the reel’s tendency to teeter-totter horizontally or “walk back and forth,” as it’s being cranked.
The ATD-80’s somewhat smaller frame also means it’s more compact and provides easier handling
when an angler doesn’t have access to a fighting chair and has to do his fish-fighting standing up.
Big-game anglers who employ kites to dangle a bait in front of a monster-size tuna, swordfish, marlin
or shark know the importance of ample line capacity, since they’re already giving up 50, 75, or more
yards of line that’s out there running to the kite -- before there’s even a strike from a fish. The new ADT80 holds 750 yards of 80-pound test monofilament (.035 diameter),
or a combination of 825 yards
of 200-pound test, braided
Spectra connected to a
“topshot” of 50 yards of
130-pound test mono.
Creating the kind of
super-powerful cranking
capabilities needed in a
struggle with titanic-size
fish, the two-speed ADT80 is engineered with a
2.2-to-1
high-gear
retrieve ratio and a 1.0to-1.0 low-gear ratio. At
the heart of the ATD-80’s
trophy-fish taming ability, of
course, is the revolutionary,
patented TwinDrag™ braking system which
applies equal braking pressure to both sides of the reel spool -- a system that remains unduplicated in
any other manufacturer’s reels.

Like all two-speed Platinum TwinDrag™ Series reels, the ATD-80 frame and spool are precisionmachined from solid-block, 6061 T-6 aircraft-grade aluminum. Features of the ATD-80 include seven
Class-5 ABEC, stainless-steel bearings; anti-corrosive, Aircraft Grade stainless-steel gears, spool shaft
and gearshift mechanism; a dry AccuDrag system using heat-dissipating, Titanium drag-friction washers; and a lever-drag setting ability so sensitive that it produces drag pressures which are accurate
within less than plus-or-minus a single pound of the desired setting.
An expanded lineup of Accurate Fishing Products’ Platinum TwinDrag™ reels now includes, from smallest to largest: the ATD-6, ATD-12, ATD-30, ATD-50,
ATD-50W, ATD-80, ATD-80W and ATD-130.
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